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Introduction

 Cloud Computing
 Cloud computing is a type of Internet-based computing that 

provides shared computer processing resources and data to 

computers and other devices on demand.

 Computer processing resources and data are usually deployed in 

centralized datacenters, which is far away from end users.

 Drawbacks, long-distance network connection between user and 

cloud result in long service latency.

CloudMobile Device Wireless Base Stations

Telecom NetworksRAN
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Introduction

 Mobile Edge Computing(MEC)
 Mobile Edge Computing provides an IT service environment and 

cloud-computing capabilities at the edge of the mobile network, 

within the Radio Access Network (RAN) and in close proximity to 

mobile subscribers. The aim is to reduce latency, ensure highly 

efficient network operation and service delivery, and offer an 

improved user experience.[1]

CloudMobile Device Wireless Base Stations

Telecom NetworksRAN

[1] Hu, Yun Chao, et al. "Mobile edge computing—A key technology towards 

5G." ETSI White Paper 11 (2015).
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Introduction

 MEC cloud and overall MEC system

Internet

Cloud
Edge Cloud

Edge Cloud

Edge Cloud

Edge Cloud

Edge Cloud

MEC Server & Base StationWireless access point

[2] Lav Gupta and Raj Jain, Mobile Edge Computing – An Important Ingredient of 5G 

Networks, IEEE Software Defined Networks

 Mobile operators are 

working on Mobile 

Edge Computing 

(MEC) in which the 

computing, storage and 

networking resources 

are integrated with the 

base stations.[2]
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Existing work

 Mobility-driven service migration

Wang, Shiqiang, et al. "Dynamic service migration in mobile edge-clouds." IFIP Networking 

Conference (IFIP Networking), 2015. IEEE, 2015.

Bittencourt, Luiz Fernando, et al. "Towards virtual machine migration in fog 

computing." P2P, Parallel, Grid, Cloud and Internet Computing (3PGCIC), 2015 10th 

International Conference on. IEEE, 2015.

 Problem: mobility of user may 

increase the distance between 

user and its VM, and thus 

increase latency.

 Solution: migrate user’s VM 

across MEC clouds dynamically 

when user moves.
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Existing work (cont.)

 SLA-driven VM Scheduling in Mobile Edge 

Computing
 Problem: Service providers’ cost of renting VMs at Edge clouds is 

calculated as $/time unit. Each type of VM has its maximum 

capacity to handle request. If the number of requests exceeds its 

capacity, some requests will go to remote clouds, and thus cause 

penalty for violating SLA. How to reduce cost while minimizing 

service penalty?

 Approach: LYAPUNOV OPTIMIZATION-BASED scheduling 

algorithm for deploying and releasing VMs dynamically.

Katsalis, Kostas, et al. SLA-driven VM Scheduling in Mobile Edge Computing. 9th 

International Conference on Cloud Computing, IEEE, 2016
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VM based service for MEC

 VMs’ role in MEC

 Virtual Machines (VM), which is composed of HW capacity with 

application specific software and data, play as servers.

 VM’s influence on service Latency
 Propagation Latency: VM’s distance (L) from service source.

 Processing + Queueing Latency: 𝑇 =
1

𝜇−𝜆
, in M/M/1 system, where 𝜇 is 

service rate, and 𝜆 is arrival rate. VM’s # is the key factor of service rate.

 E2E Latency = Propagation + Processing + Queueing Latency

Users’ Terminal Servers
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Traffic Patterns of MEC service

 Options for MEC service’s dst:

(1)Local Edge DC

(2)Remote Edge DC

(3)Centralized Cloud

Internet

Cloud
Edge Cloud

VM VM VM

VMVM VM VM  
VMVM VM VM

VMs for different services

Requests of different services

Edge Cloud

Edge Cloud

Edge Cloud

Edge Cloud

MEC Server & Base Station

Wireless access point
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To meet latency requirement…

To meet latency of service flows from MEC nodes

 Distance to VM

 𝜇:service rate

 𝜆: arrival rate

VM’s location

Which VM is dst?

How much load to 

dst VM?

How much processing 

ability for src workflow

VM’s number

Workload 

assignment

VM Placement
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Problem Statement
 Given:

 E: Set of edge clouds

 Le1,𝑒2: Propagation latency from e1 ∈ E to e2 ∈ E

 𝐶𝑒: Hardware capacity of edge cloud e ∈ E

 S: Set of services

 R𝑠: Computing capacity for deploying a VM for service s ∈ S

 T𝑠: Expected latency requirement of service s ∈ S

 u𝑠: Service rate of one VM for corresponding service s ∈ S

 𝜆e
𝑠: Request load of service s ∈ S that originates from cloud e ∈ E

 Decide:
 n𝑒

𝑠: Integer, # of VMs for each service s at each mini DC e

 u𝑠𝑟𝑐,𝑑𝑠𝑡
𝑠 , float, handling ability at dst for service s from src

 λsrc,dst
s , float, request load for service s from src to dst

 xsrc,dst
s , binary, whether offload service s from src to dst
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VMs in one MEC DC

 (1) Required hardware resource for all VMs at each MEC e ∈ E
should not exceed DC’s hardware capacity.



e∈S

n𝑒
𝑠 ∗ R𝑠 < C𝑒 , ∀e ∈ E

Influence on latency:

When congestion occurs at one edge, some VMs will be placed at 

remote edges to handle requests from local edge, and thus 

introduce propagation latency.
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Workflows to one DC

 All allocated handling ability for workflows to dst are the capacity 

of vms for service s ∈ S at dst.



src∈E

u𝑠𝑟𝑐,𝑑𝑠𝑡
𝑠 = u𝑠 ∗ n𝑑𝑠𝑡

𝑠 , ∀s ∈ S, ∀dst ∈ E

Influence on latency:

When allocate parts of handling ability from existing VM(s) for a new 

coming workflow, the processing + queueing latency of existing 

flows will increase.

𝑇 ↑=
1

𝜇 ↓ −𝜆
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Workflows from one DC

 All workload needs to be assigned in terms of sub workflows.



dst∈E

𝑙𝑠𝑟𝑐,𝑑𝑠𝑡
𝑠 = 𝜆𝑠𝑟𝑐

𝑠 , ∀𝑠𝑟𝑐 ∈ E, s ∈ S

Influence on cost:

Parts of load can go to existing VMs, which has spare processing 

ability, and thus reduce the # of VMs need to be placed.
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No violation of all service latency

 The estimated latency of each service s∈S should be lower than 

expected latency requirement

xsrc,dst
s

u𝑠𝑟𝑐,𝑑𝑠𝑡
𝑠 − λ𝑠𝑟𝑐,𝑑𝑠𝑡

𝑠 ≤ 𝑇𝑠 − L𝑠𝑟𝑐,𝑑𝑠𝑡 , ∀s ∈ S, ∀src ∈ E, ∀dst ∈ E

Influence on latency and cost:

Remote offloading will introduce propagation latency.

Remote offloading need more handling ability to achieve same E2E 

latency, as compared with local processing.
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Benefits and drawbacks of 

remote offloading

 Benefits:
 (1) As a wrapper of software instance, VM’s hardware 

requirement and handling capacity is not grid-less, and thus may 

introduce fragments when one VM is not fully used, remote 

offloading can utilize such fragments to save cost.

 (2) MEC DC’s capacity is limited, and may has computing 

resource congestion in certain cases. Remote offloading can use 

neighbor MEC DCs to guarantee SLA.

 Drawbacks:
 (1) Remote offloading introduce propagation latency. To grantee 

E2E latency, and more processing ability will be used to reduce 

processing+queueing latency.

 (2) Extra network traffic.
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Latency Parameters
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Propagation Latency
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Future work

 Case A: Initial placement
 Place VMs for multiple services on ALL empty MEC clouds.

 Case B: Incremental placement
 Place new VMs for one or multiple services on MEC clouds, 

which already have other VMs.

 Case A and B can be covered by above 

formulations

 Case C: Dynamic VM management.
 Heuristics algorithms for service load change.

 Options: 1)VM clone & migration, 2)VM exchange, 3)Service map 

optimization.
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Heuristic 

 Sort services in increasing order of latency requirement

 For each kind of service, sort MEC nodes in increasing order of the 

service load originates from them

 For each node with each service, divide them into two parts, the first 

part of which is SuperBase, and the second part is SmallBase.

 Try to place VMs locally for each node in SuperBase, as follows.

𝑇 =
1

𝜇 ∗ 𝑚 − 𝜆

The number N of VMs would be the upper bound of float 𝑚

If N exceed HW capacity, the number of VMs would be the maximum # 

the DC can host, and some load(big orphan flow) cannot be served 

locally.
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Heuristic 

 Try to place VMs locally for each node in SmallBase, as follows.

𝑇 =
1

𝜇 ∗ 𝑛 − 𝜆

The number N of VMs would be the bottom bound of float 𝑚, and some 

load(small orphan flow) cannot be served locally.

 Map orphan load to nearest reachable SuperBase if possible.

 Assign big orphan flow to nearby MEC nodes. And generate small 

orphan flow.
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Thank you! 

Wei Wang


